Bareground
Solutions
// Vegetation Management

Bareground Solutions
Innovative solutions to help
improve productivity.
Our science-based solutions were designed to keep
bareground sites free from weeds. These conditions
promote safety, providing a clear line of sight for
safe operations and visibility, as well as reducing
fire hazards. Land Stewardship is also important.
Protecting open areas from invasive or exotic plants
prevents their establishment, proliferation, and
spread, assuring these species will not move to
adjacent farms, forests, and natural areas. If you
want the job done right, start with the right products.

Easy, efficient
and effective.

The new standard for bareground.

// Esplanade® 200 SC +
// Method® 240SL
Fewer retreats, increased productivity,
less storage, greater profits.
//	Foundation products for the ultimate
bareground program
//

Both actives assist with resistance management

//	Target tough species like kochia, marestail,
pigweed and crabgrass
Concentrated liquid formulations are easy
to measure, mix and store

// Esplanade 200 SC
Low use rate, season-long control.
//	Ounces replace pounds of previous bareground
products containing diuron
//

Tank-mix and custom blend flexibility

//

Odorless and non-staining

Pre-emergent herbicide controls over 74 weed species

// Method 240SL
Apply as a pre- and post-emergent for long
residual control of broadleaf weeds under harsh
environmental conditions.
//

Effective on many difficult-to-control broadleaf weeds

//

Low use rate of 18 fl. oz. or less per acre

//

Odorless and non-staining

Now available in 2.5 gallon pack size

Tank-mix products to bridge control for unpredictable conditions and
difficult environments.

// Oust® XP

// Oust EXTRA

Economical performance insurance.

All the benefits of Oust XP with the “extra” benefits
of Escort® XP herbicide.

//

Low use rate; only ounces per acre

//	XP formulation assures product mixes completely
for consistent results and uniform spray coverage
//	Reliable industry standard tank-mix partner
for decades
//	Bridges gap between application and activation
of pre-emergent herbicides

//

Adds Rubus (blackberry, dewberry) control

//

Increases broadleaf weed control spectrum

//

Flexible pre- and post-application window

Best value of any tank-mix partner ounce for ounce

See effects in 2-3 weeks

Rotation products for resistance management, perennial grass encroachment,
as well as specific vegetation targets.

// Viewpoint®

// Esplanade EZ

Convenient packaging, broad-spectrum.

Great around established trees and shrubs.

//

Dry formulation reduces packaging and disposal

//

Best choice where vines are problematic

//	Controls hardwood brush species that may have
germinated on site
//	Esplanade 200 SC and/or Oust XP are common
tank-mix partners
Controls broadleaf weeds, grasses, vines and
woody plants

//	Non-selective post- and pre-emergent weed
and grass control
//	“One and done” solution replaces multiple
applications of straight glyphosate
//	Beats other glyphosate products formulated with
less effective residual herbicides
//	Concentrated formulation for easy mixing and
backpack applications
Use around parking lots, sidewalks, around
buildings, gravel areas, fence rows, mulched
areas and more

Bayer is an innovative company with a long tradition
of investing in the latest innovations, technical expertise
and business-building tools. By applying science to
major global challenges, we can work together to help
create healthier spaces for people where they live,
work and play. It’s science for a better life.
For more information, contact your
Bayer representative or visit vm.bayer.us
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